CEDA HAS BUILT A REPUTATION AS A LEADER IN CONTRACT DREDGING, DEWATERING, PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE, PUMP SALES, INSTALLATIONS, SERVICES AND REPAIRS.

Our talented and experienced team is committed to delivering turnkey services, around-the-clock, to assist oil and gas, mining and pulp and paper companies, along with municipalities in the management of fluid handling systems.

OUR SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT OFFERING INCLUDES:

- Fleet of 25 dredges (diesel and electric) with digging depths up to 76’ and pumping capacities up to 20,000 GPM
- Custom dredge design and fabrication to meet our clients’ specifications for any project or environment
- Dredge operations and maintenance for any scale of dredging project ranging from large mine/process water projects to small scale lagoon dredging and beach re-nourishment
- Large fleet of work boats ranging from 25’ to 40’ with A-Frame capacities of up to 10,000 lbs
- Large fleet of over 150 dewatering/slurry pumps with the capability to pump in excess of 250 PSI and flows of up to 18,000 GPM
- Full-scale maintenance for all pump makes and models including planned/scheduled maintenance and ad-hoc maintenance
- Capacity to design and fabricate made to order pumps to meet our clients’ specifications and requirements
- Repairs and rebuilds to multiple pump types including centrifugal, positive displacement, electrical submersible, diesel and or electric driven pumps
- Pump storage programs and pump station inspections
- Fleet of fusing machines that can fuse up to 36” HDPE for temporary dewatering services and mine drainage
- Technicians available to perform preventative maintenance and services on water assets and pump lift stations

CEDA DESIGNS, SELLS, SERVICES, RENTS AND REPAIRS ALL DREDGING AND FLUID MANAGEMENT ASSETS.

CEDA.com | 1-844-786-7747 | 24 HOUR SERVICE & SUPPORT